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Abstract—Thermal analysis has long been essential for design-
ing reliable high-performance cost-effective integrated circuits
(ICs). Increasing power densities are making this problem more
important. Characterizing the thermal profile of an IC quickly
enough to allow feedback on the thermal effects of tentative design
changes is a daunting problem, and its complexity is increasing.
The move to nanometer-scale fabrication processes is increasing
the importance of thermal phenomena such as ballistic phonon
transport. The accurate thermal analysis of nanometer-scale ICs
containing hundreds of millions of devices requires character-
ization of heat transport across multiple length scales. These
scales range from the nanometer scale (device-level impact) to the
centimeter scale (cooling package impact). Existing chip–package
thermal analysis methods based on classical Fourier heat transfer
cannot capture nanometer-scale thermal effects. However, accu-
rate device-level modeling techniques, such as molecular dynam-
ics methods, are far too slow for use in full-chip IC thermal
analysis. In this paper, we propose and develop ThermalScope,
a multiscale thermal analysis method for nanometer-scale IC
design. It unifies microscopic and macroscopic thermal model-
ing methods, i.e., the Boltzmann transport equation and Fourier
modeling methods. Moreover, it supports adaptive multiresolution
modeling. Together, these ideas enable the efficient and accu-
rate characterization of nanometer-scale heat transport as well
as the chip–package-level heat flow. ThermalScope is designed
for full-chip thermal analysis of billion-transistor nanometer-
scale IC designs, with accuracy at the scale of individual devices.
ThermalScope enables the accurate characterization of various
temperature-related effects, such as temperature-dependent leak-
age power and temperature–timing dependences. ThermalScope
has been implemented in software and used for the full-chip ther-
mal analysis and temperature-dependent leakage analysis of an IC
design with more than 150 million transistors. ThermalScope will
be publicly released for free academic and personal use.

Index Terms—Integrated-circuit (IC) thermal factors,
leakage-power estimation, nanoscale heat flow, simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PROCESS scaling and increasing device density increase

integrated circuit (IC) power density and thermal effects.

Increased IC power consumption and temperature affect cir-

cuit performance (via reduced transistor carrier mobility [1],

decreased threshold voltage, and increased interconnect resis-

tance), reliability (via electromigration [2], dielectric break-

down, and negative body biasing), power consumption (via

increased subthreshold current [3]), and cooling cost. IC ther-

mal analysis is thus critical because it provides valuable guid-

ance for IC design- and run-time thermal optimization.

CMOS technology is fast approaching the nanometer-scale

regime. The 45-nm CMOS fabrication technology is entering

mainstream use. In the coming five years and beyond, ultrathin-

body device structures, such as multigate MOSFET (FinFET)

and silicon-on-insulator, will be used for mainstream ICs. As

the device feature size approaches the nanometer scale, thermal

effects will become prominent. When the mean free path of

phonons (lattice vibrations) is comparable to the device feature

scale, ballistic phonon transport serves as the main mechanism

of heat transfer. Heat transport within nanometer-scale devices

is strongly affected by interface scattering and reflection effects.

The thermal profile of a nanometer-scale IC depends on

power consumption variation at multiple scales: The chip aver-

age temperature is determined by the IC average power density

and cooling efficiency. Hot spots in the active layer are often

caused by high-power density functional units, e.g., a floating

point unit. Inside a transistor, a hot spot often occurs near the

drain terminal region, mainly due to the accumulation of slow-

moving (optical) phonons. IC thermal analysis thus requires

the accurate modeling of heat transport across multiple scales,

from nanometer-scale on-chip devices through millimeter-scale

silicon chips and centimeter-scale cooling packages to the

ambient environment.

IC thermal analysis is the process of characterizing the 3-D

thermal profile of an IC chip and cooling package. As previ-

ously stated, the IC thermal profile is a complex function of its

design, fabrication technology, cooling-package configuration,

power consumption, and ambient environment. Conventional

chip–package thermal analysis techniques have been so slow

that evaluating numerous design alternatives was prohibitively

expensive [4]–[6]. As a result, most thermal optimization was

done after the packaging and cooling solution design, and by

that time, the design is already tightly constrained. Recently,

a number of researchers have developed fast thermal analysis

techniques for use during the IC design process [7]–[15]. Using
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Fig. 1. Effective thermal conductivity surrounding nanoscale heated spheres
normalized to the bulk thermal conductivity of the media, plotted as a function
of the sphere size r normalized to the phonon mean free path Λ [18], [19].

these methods, heat transfer through the chip and cooling pack-

age is modeled using the classical Fourier heat diffusion model.

IC chip and cooling packages are virtually partitioned (spatially

discretized) into discrete 3-D thermal elements. Compact heat-

transfer equations are then derived and solved using numerical

methods to characterize the thermal profile of the IC chip and

cooling package.

Although some of these techniques are fast enough for use in

IC design- and run-time thermal management, they are all based

on the Fourier heat flow model. This model cannot capture

nanometer-scale thermal effects and produces inaccurate results

when used at length scales on the order of the phonon mean free

path (i.e., the average distance between interactions) [16], [17].

Ballistic phonon transport implies reduced effective thermal

conductivity in proportion to the ratio of the hot-spot size to the

phonon mean free path (see Fig. 1). It is expected that heat con-

duction in some nanometer-scale circuits will deviate consider-

ably from that predicted by the Fourier model due to ballistic

phonon transport and the finite relaxation time of heat carriers,

and this is supported by the data presented in Section VI-A.

Techniques with different fidelities and efficiencies have

been developed to model nanometer-scale device-level heat

transport, including molecular dynamics methods [20], the

Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) [21], and the ballistic-

diffusion model [22]. Computational complexity has been the

primary challenge to considering nanometer-scale heat transfer

for large-scale IC chip–package thermal analysis.

In summary, the thermal analysis for nanometer-scale ICs

raises the following challenges.

1) The numerical thermal analysis of nanoscale device ICs

has high computational complexity and memory usage.

Accurate thermal analysis requires the use of detailed

numerical analysis methods with fine-grain models. The

modeling granularities required for nanometer-scale ICs

vary by several orders of magnitude. IC chip–package-

level thermal analysis with accurate characterization of

individual on-chip devices will introduce tremendous

computation and memory overhead.

2) Accurate thermal analysis requires unified heat transport

modeling from nanoscale devices to the chip–package

level. However, chip–package- and device-level thermal

analyses are currently two isolated research fields. The

Fourier heat diffusion model has been widely used for fast

chip–package-level thermal analysis. However, it does

not accurately capture nanometer-scale thermal effects.

Device-level modeling techniques, such as molecular dy-

namics and BTE, model nanoscale thermal effects. How-

ever, their usage has been limited to individual devices

due to their high computational complexity.

To close the gap between the efficiency and accuracy of

nanoscale and chip–package thermal analysis techniques, we

propose and develop a multiscale solution, named Thermal-

Scope, for a unified device–chip–package thermal analysis

targeting billion-transistor nanometer-scale ICs. The proposed

multiscale solution integrates microscopic and macroscopic

thermal physics modeling methods, enabling the characteriza-

tion of nanometer-scale heat transport as well as chip–package-

level heat flow, detailed and compact numerical analysis

techniques, allowing the use of computationally intensive

device-level modeling within full-chip thermal characteriza-

tion, and multiresolution adaptive modeling granularities, per-

mitting modeling thermal effects on length scales ranging

from nanometer-scale devices to centimeter-scale packaging

and cooling structures. The proposed solution overcomes the

limitations of existing chip–package- and device-level thermal

analysis methods. It provides a unified modeling infrastructure

for IC heat flow analysis from nanometer-scale devices to

billion-device IC chips. ThermalScope has been implemented

in software and used for the full-chip thermal analysis and

temperature-dependent leakage analysis of an IC design with

more than 150 million transistors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

describes existing methods used to model heat transport and

indicates the scales at which they are valid. Section III de-

scribes the proposed multiscale thermal analysis infrastructure,

ThermalScope. Sections IV and V describe the major compo-

nents of ThermalScope, namely, the proposed hybrid analysis

method employed for efficient device-level thermal analysis

and the proposed multiscale techniques for interdevice and

chip–package-level thermal analysis. Section VI evaluates and

demonstrates the use of ThermalScope. Finally, we conclude in

Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

The problem of subcontinuum heat conduction in transistors

has received much attention, particularly in the last decade or

so [23], [24]. This section gives a brief overview of the current

understanding of heat transport and the different methods used

to model it in semiconductors.

Heat transport is governed by phonons, i.e., lattice vibrations.

These phonons exhibit the wave–particle duality. There are

different types of thermal effects that can exist as the dimen-

sions of structures are decreased. One of these is the classical

size effect, for which the particle description of phonons is

sufficient. The other is the wave effect, where the phase of the

wave nature of phonons must be taken into account [17].

To determine when these effects need to be considered,

several length scales can be used. These include the mean free

path, phonon wavelength, and the phase coherence length. The
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phonon mean free path is the average distance the phonon will

cover between interactions. For the wave aspects of phonons,

the phase and wavelength are of particular importance. The

phase coherence length can be treated as having the same

order of magnitude as the mean free path [17]. The wavelength

of phonons in silicon (at room temperature) is approximately

1 × 10−10 m [17]. When the length scales of a structure are this

small, nanoscale thermal effects must be modeled. Due to the

small size of the wavelength, treating the phonons as particles is

sufficient for the thermal analysis of current CMOS and FinFET

devices. Only at very low temperatures will the wavelength

become long and need to be taken into account.

At length scales smaller than the mean free path, phonons

travel ballistically, i.e., they travel without scattering. The bal-

listic transport creates a nonequilibrium situation in which there

are no scattering events between the hot phonons from the heat

source region and the cold phonons from the region surrounding

the heat source, leading to ineffective heat transfer from the

heat source in a device. This, in turn, leads to a high temperature

in the heat source region because the temperature in this region

is representative of the energy of the hot phonons (which have

not lost energy to scattering events with cold phonons). In

the Fourier model, it is assumed that localized regions reach

equilibrium, and the heat can be effectively transferred between

these localized regions through scattering within the medium.

However, this does not hold when the number of scattering

events is negligible, which occurs when the phonon mean free

path is larger than the device feature size. The assumption that

a local equilibrium is reached implies that there are sufficient

scattering events to reduce the energy of the hot phonons, and

thus, the Fourier model overpredicts the thermal conductivity

[18]. It should be noted, however, that phonon scattering at the

device boundaries can reduce the phonon mean free path, mak-

ing the mean free path dependent on the device geometry [25].

There have been modeling methods with different fidelities to

capture heat transfer, including molecular dynamics, the BTE,

the ballistic-diffusion model, and the Fourier model. These are

briefly discussed here.

Molecular dynamics methods model heat transfer by di-

rectly simulating interatomic interactions (by solving atomistic

equations of motion) [20], [26], [27]. Approaches using this

method are accurate. However, they are known to be extremely

computationally expensive and are only suitable for systems

having a few atomic layers [28] or several thousands of atoms

[29]; thus, these methods are not suitable for even device-level

thermal analysis.

The BTE is another method used to model heat transport.

In this method, the particle description of phonons is used to

emulate the transport of phonons in nonmetallic solids [20],

[21], making its use valid when the length scale of the structure

is larger than the phonon wavelength. Using this model, the

thermal effects due to the ballistic transport of phonons are

taken into account. The phonon BTE is given by [27]

∂f

∂t
+ ∇ · (vgf) + α · ∇vg

f = Sscattering (1)

where f is the phonon distribution function, vg is the

phonon group velocity vector, Sscattering accounts for scatter-

ing processes, and α is the acceleration dvg/dt and accounts for

external forces. The left-hand side of the equation describes the

heat transfer due to the group velocity vector of the phonons.

The right-hand side describes the rate of change in the phonon

distribution due to scattering and phonon generation. Solutions

to the BTE assume a classical definition of temperature in

which a local temperature exists [20]. This temperature de-

scribes the localized energy of phonons [27].

Solving the BTE for a realistic system is nontrivial, and

reasonable assumptions must be applied to make the problem

tractable. Several models have been proposed, each with a

different level of complexity, such as the gray BTE [21], [24],

[27], [30], [31] and the semigray BTE [21], [27], [30]. These

models differ in how they treat phonons. The gray model is the

simpler of the two, as it treats all phonons as the same (no con-

sideration for polarization or frequency), having a single group

velocity. In the semigray model, the phonons are separated

into propagating and reservoir modes. Phonons in the reservoir

mode are stationary, whereas phonons in the propagating mode

are responsible for energy transport. The different modes model

the different types of phonons in the system at the cost of

additional complexity. In the past, the propagating mode has

been used to model longitudinal acoustic phonons (as they are

fast moving, having velocities of 7000–8000 m/s in silicon

[32]), and the reservoir mode has been used to model transverse

acoustic and optical phonons (as they are slow moving, having

group velocities of 1000–2000 m/s for longitudinal optical

phonons in silicon [32]) [21].

The BTE has been solved using Monte Carlo-based methods

[26], [33]–[35] and finite-volume methods [28], [30], [31].

In Monte Carlo-based methods, the system is discretized into

elements, each having an initial temperature. These initial

temperatures determine the number of phonons in each element

and their properties, such as initial velocity. During the sim-

ulation, the phonons scatter randomly, with a probability that

is dependent on the estimated lifetime of the phonon [33]. In

finite-volume methods, the system is discretized into spatial and

angular partitions to model phonon transport, and discretized

equations are used to solve the BTE. This method is described

in detail in Section IV-A. Direct numerical solutions of the BTE

are preferred [17] and are much more efficient than molecular

dynamics. In addition, solutions to the BTE have been shown

to agree well with experimental data [20]. However, they still

have high computational complexity, and their usage has been

restricted to device-level analysis [36]. In the acoustically thick

regime (i.e., when the phonon mean free path is much smaller

than the system of interest), solutions to the BTE agree with

those of the Fourier model [27].

The ballistic-diffusion-based thermal analysis method is an

approximation of the BTE method [21], [22], [27], [36]. In

this method, the energy carriers are divided into ballistic and

diffusive components. Although the ballistic-diffusion model

is more efficient than a solely BTE-based method, it is still

much more computationally demanding than the Fourier model.

In addition, results from the ballistic-diffusion model tend to

have low fidelity [22]. There has also been other work where

hybrid solutions of diffusive- and BTE-based models are used,

e.g., [24] and [37]. In [37], BTE and diffusion components are
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used to model heat transport, which leads to thermal resistances

being the sum of BTE and diffusive resistances. In this model,

the BTE is solved in a region that is comparable to the phonon

mean free path to determine the component of heat transport

due to emitted phonons not yet thermalized. In [24], the BTE is

used to solve heat transport in the silicon layer while the diffu-

sion equation is used in the oxide layer since the phonon mean

free path in this layer is much smaller than its thickness. These

studies take advantage of the simplicity of the diffusion-based

description of heat transport when appropriate. However, they

focus on single device analysis and have limited flexibility to

model different device geometries and/or materials. In contrast

to these methods, we present a complete system description that

provides thermal analysis from the chip–package level down

to the device level, while combining diffusive- and BTE-based

models.

In the Fourier (diffusion) model, heat transport is governed

by the Fourier law [17]

q = −k∆T (2)

where q is the heat flux (rate of heat transfer per unit cross-

sectional area), k is the thermal conductivity, and ∆T is

the temperature gradient. This law states that the heat flux

is proportional to the (negative) gradient of the temperature.

Solutions to the Fourier model can be found efficiently and have

been shown to agree with experimental results [38]. However,

in this model, the thermal conductivity is not dependent on

material dimensions, which leads to erroneous predictions of

the temperature when the structure dimensions are smaller than

the phonon mean free path.

III. THERMALSCOPE: A MULTISCALE

THERMAL ANALYSIS INFRASTRUCTURE

In this section, we present an overview of ThermalScope, the

proposed multiscale thermal analysis solution for nanometer-

scale ICs.

Fig. 2 shows the flow of ThermalScope. ThermalScope is

a multiscale solution that integrates microscopic and macro-

scopic thermal physics modeling methods, as well as multires-

olution macromodeling techniques. In contrast with existing

Fourier-based chip–package thermal analysis methods, Ther-

malScope uses accurate BTE analysis to capture nanometer-

scale thermal effects that are common at nanometer length

scales. Due to the computational complexity of BTE analysis,

ThermalScope uses hybrid Fourier/BTE analysis for modeling

device thermal analysis. This accelerates thermal analysis by

orders of magnitude compared with BTE, while maintaining

accuracy. ThermalScope is also equipped with multiresolution

modeling methods, including hierarchical multiscale partition-

ing, clustering, and thermal-gradient-based spatial resolution

adaptation, enabling accurate and efficient characterization of

thermal effects from chip–package, functional-unit, to device

level.

ThermalScope takes as input the power profile, device struc-

ture and technology, as well as the dimensions and mater-

ial information of the chip–package. Using this information,

ThermalScope conducts full-chip thermal analysis and reports

Fig. 2. ThermalScope: The proposed multiscale thermal analysis
infrastructure.

the temperatures of all on-chip devices. Using ThermalScope,

it is also possible to obtain the leakage power using an iterative

approach, as described in Section VI-D. In summary, Thermal-

Scope provides a unified modeling infrastructure for IC heat

flow analysis from nanometer-scale devices to billion-device

IC chips. The functionality and importance of each component

used within ThermalScope are described in Sections IV and V.

IV. UNIFIED FOURIER/BTE ADAPTIVE ANALYSIS

This section presents the microscopic and macroscopic

thermal physics modeling methods used in ThermalScope.

SectionIV-A describes the thermal physics models. SectionIV-B

details the proposed unified Fourier/BTE analysis method.

A. Thermal Physics Models

ThermalScope uses both the Fourier and BTE modeling

methods to characterize the thermal effects from nanometer-

scale devices to centimeter-scale chips and packages. This

section details the thermal physics models and how they are

used in ThermalScope.

1) Fourier model: The steady-state classical Fourier model

is characterized by the following:

∇ · (K∇T ) + qvol = 0 (3)

where K is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature, and

qvol is the volumetric heat source. The finite-volume method is

typically used to solve this equation by partitioning the domain

into numerous discrete elements and transforming it into a set

of discretized equations [39] as follows:

−2(Kx + Ky + Kz)Tp + Kx(Te + Tw)

+ Ky(Tn + Ts) + Kz(Tt + Tb) + qvol∆x∆y∆z = 0 (4)

where Kx, Ky , and Kz are the thermal conductances that

element p shares with its neighbors in the x, y, and z directions
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and ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z are the element sizes in the x, y, and

z directions, and the subscripts e, w, n, s, t, and b refer to the

east, west, north, south, top, and bottom directions relative to

element p. Equation (4) can be rewritten as

apTp =
∑

nb

anbTnb + bp (5)

where nb represents the neighbors of element p, the coefficients

ap and anb are functions of Kx, Ky , and Kz , and bp =
qvol∆x∆y∆z.

The Fourier model is capable of accurately modeling the

thermal effects only at feature length scales much longer than

the mean free path of phonons [27]. Since it is much more

efficient than the BTE method, ThermalScope uses the Fourier

method to model the thermal effects from the chip–package

level down to the functional-unit level. The computationally

expensive BTE model is only used at the device level.

2) BTE model: As described in Section I, models that can

capture the nanometer-scale thermal effects include molecular

dynamics, the BTE model, and the ballistic-diffusion model.

Molecular dynamics methods are not suitable for the multi-

scale thermal analysis problem because of their extremely

high computational complexity, while the ballistic-diffusion

model provides insufficient accuracy. ThermalScope uses the

gray phonon BTE under the relaxation time approximation to

model the device regions. The gray BTE is a widely used

model which does not require complex material parameters

or parameter relations that may not be easily obtainable, such

as the phonon dispersion curves (which relate the phonon fre-

quency and the wave vector) used for the frequency dependence

of phonons, to be known. Although the gray BTE model is

used here, other approximations for solving the BTE, such as

those used in the semigray model, could be applied. However,

it should be noted that, when using the semigray model, the

choice for determining which types of phonons are responsible

for heat transport is critical [27], [29]. The gray BTE model

employs a phonon distribution function e′′ and assumes a single

group velocity and relaxation time for phonons, which are

independent of their frequency and polarization. Although it

is possible to account for the interactions of phonons with

differing frequencies (e.g., for 1-D systems [24]), it increases

the computational complexity significantly, making thermal

analysis prohibitively expensive. In addition, the relaxation

times for the phonon–phonon interactions for different phonon

modes are not well understood [40], and the approximations in

theories used to obtain the frequency dependence of relaxation

times have led to large uncertainties [17]. The relaxation time

approximation used for the gray BTE is valid when the length

scales are larger than the heat carrying phonon wavelengths [28]

and allows the phonon scattering processes to be taken into

account as a deviation from the equilibrium distribution. The

steady-state BTE equation using the gray model and relaxation

time approximation is as follows [21]:

∇ · (�svge
′′) =

e0 − e′′

τeff

+ qvol (6)

where �s is the phonon propagation direction, vg is the group

velocity of the phonons, e′′ is the energy density per unit solid

angle of the phonons, e0 is the equilibrium energy density, τeff

is the relaxation time, and qvol is the volumetric heat source.

The equilibrium energy is given by [21]

e0 =
1

4π

∫

4π

e′′dΩ =
1

4π
C(TL − Tref) (7)

where Ω is the angular discretization, C is the specific heat,

TL is the lattice temperature, and Tref is the reference tem-

perature for the specific heat. The lattice temperature TL can

be calculated using (7), once the equilibrium energy density is

known.

The relaxation time τeff is the time between independent

scattering events and can be found using the bulk material

equation

k =
1

3
Cv2

gτeff (8)

where k is the thermal conductivity.

The electron–phonon interactions that occur inside devices

are modeled by heat sources, which are denoted by the term

qvol in (6). Its value can be derived from the power consumption

information of the device, which can be obtained using circuit

simulation.

Different types of boundary conditions are modeled in our

solver, such as specular and diffuse boundaries [30]. In ad-

dition, the model for the Fourier/BTE interface contains a

reflection coefficient parameter, which can be varied according

to the material properties at the two sides of the interface

[30]. The reflection coefficient allows the accurate modeling of

phonon interactions at the interfaces of materials.

Applying the finite-volume method to discretize (6) and

noting that the angular domain is also discretized to account

for different phonon directions, we obtain

vg∆y∆zSx

(

e′′i,e−e′′i,w
)

+vg∆x∆zSy

(

e′′i,n−e′′i,s
)

+ vg∆x∆ySz

(

e′′i,t−e′′i,b
)

=

(

e0
p−e′′i,p
τeff

+qvol

)

∆x∆y∆z∆Ω

(9)

where ∆Ω is the angle extent resulting from angular discretiza-

tion, i is the index for the angle of propagation, and Sx, Sy , and

Sz are the x, y, and z components obtained from the following

integration:

�S =

φ+∆φ/2
∫

φ−∆φ/2

θ+∆θ/2
∫

θ−∆θ/2

�si sin θidθdφ (10)

where θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively.

The rest of the terms in (9) are the same as defined previously.

Equation (9) can be rewritten as follows:

ape
′′
i,p =

∑

nb

anbe
′′
i,nb + bp (11)

where anb are the coefficients that relate the energy density of

element p to its neighboring elements and bp is a function of e0
p,

τeff , ∆x, ∆y, ∆z, and ∆Ω. Note that (11) is only for a single

angular direction �si.
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Obtaining the temperature of an element using the BTE

involves three steps. First, (11) is solved for different angular

directions. Second, the solution is substituted in the first equal-

ity of (7) to obtain the equilibrium energy density, and lastly,

the second equality is used to evaluate the temperature of the

element.

As can be noted from the previous derivations, solving the

BTE equation is much more complex than the Fourier equation

because of the following: 1) All the angles need to be consid-

ered for each element, and 2) (11) is, in fact, implicit, since

the term bp is a function of the equilibrium energy density e0
p,

which slows down convergence of the iterative solver.

The technique we use for solving (5) and (11) in our hybrid

Fourier/BTE approach is the tridiagonal matrix algorithm [41].

B. Hybrid Fourier/BTE Analysis Method

As indicated in Section IV-A, the main difficulty associated

with the BTE model is its high computational complexity. To

overcome this difficulty, we propose a hybrid Fourier/BTE

method which combines the best of both models. Compared

with the BTE method, the Fourier method is orders of mag-

nitude faster, but can be inaccurate when used for analysis of

nanoscale devices. However, its accuracy is sufficient if used

to model the regions beyond the mean free path of phonons,

providing significant simulation time savings. The flow of

the hybrid approach is described next, while its accuracy and

efficiency are evaluated in Section VI-A.

Fig. 2 shows the hybrid Fourier/BTE flow, which consists of

the following stages.

1) Unified Fourier and BTE adaptive solver: The hybrid

solver leverages both Fourier and BTE models to offer accu-

rate and efficient thermal analysis. The appropriate modeling

technique is selected based on a distance measure. The distance

η × vgτeff surrounding the devices is chosen as the BTE region,

where η is a constant; vgτeff is defined as the mean free path of

a phonon, where vg is the phonon group velocity and τeff is

the effective relaxation time. Here, we assume that the phonon

mean free path is independent of the device size and structure.

Varying the constant η changes the number of elements in the

BTE region and, thus, the physical area modeled using BTE

as well. The effect of changing the constant η is evaluated in

Section VI-A. The rest of the structure outside of this region is

analyzed using the Fourier solver.

2) Fourier/BTE boundary update: In the hybrid solver, the

Fourier and BTE solvers are invoked iteratively. The boundary

temperatures of the Fourier/BTE region interfaces and the heat

flow into the Fourier region are updated after each iteration.

Once convergence is reached, the thermal profile of the entire

structure is reported.

3) Device-level lookup-table generation: In order to obtain

accurate temperature profiles at the finest granularity level,

we must consider nanoscale thermal effects. Due to the pro-

hibitively expensive simulation time of a BTE-based (and even

a Fourier/BTE based) solver, it is not feasible to simulate the

thermal profiles for each device in a billion-transistor chip. To

address this issue, we construct a compact modeling method

to enable accurate and efficient device-level thermal analysis.

Using the hybrid Fourier/BTE solver, a compact model, i.e., a

lookup table, is derived to model the device-level thermal effect.

This compact model contains device-level temperature infor-

mation for different device geometries, power consumptions,

and technologies. During full–chip thermal-profile evaluation,

the lookup table is consulted to obtain intradevice thermal

effects.

V. MULTISCALE THERMAL ANALYSIS

This section describes the proposed multiscale modeling

techniques which optimize the efficiency of thermal analysis

while capturing the diverse thermal behavior at all scales from

chip–package level to device level.

Modern ICs contain hundreds of millions of devices. The

temperature of a device i is influenced by the power consump-

tions of all the on-chip devices as follows:

Ti = fi(P1, . . . , PN ) = ri,1 × P1 + · · · + ri,N × PN (12)

where Ti is the temperature of device i, Pj is the power of

device j, and N is the total number of devices. ri,j is defined

as the thermal impact coefficient, which indicates the impact

of a unit power consumption of device j on the temperature of

device i. Given N devices, TN×1 = RN×N × PN×1, where

T and P are the vectors of temperatures and powers of on-

chip devices. R is called the thermal impact coefficient matrix.

It is the inverse of the thermal conductance matrix K [see

(3)]. Note that K is an M × M matrix, where M is the total

number of elements of the whole chip and package partition and

M > N . In other words, R is a submatrix of K
−1, containing

the coefficients corresponding to the device elements. To model

the device-level thermal effect accurately, each device needs

to be partitioned into a large number of elements. The size

of each element is in the nanometer scale. Given a modern

IC design containing hundreds of millions of nanometer-scale

devices with a package on the centimeter length scale, matrix K

will contain a massive number of elements, i.e., M is an

extremely large number. Computing (12) is a daunting task.

ThermalScope uses the following techniques to optimize

thermal modeling efficiency: 1) hierarchical multiscale spatial

partitioning (Section V-A); 2) thermal impact clustering

(Section V-B); and 3) thermal-gradient-based spatial resolution

adaptation (Section V-C).

A. Hierarchical Multiscale Spatial Partitioning

As shown in (12), to characterize device i’s temperature

Ti, we need to consider the thermal impact of all on-chip

devices. To simplify the thermal analysis process, we propose

a hierarchical multiscale spatial partitioning method. The basic

idea of this technique is as follows. Interdevice thermal interac-

tion, characterized by interdevice thermal impact coefficients, is

strongly influenced by the distances between devices. Starting

from the local neighborhood of the device of interest, i.e.,

device i, the thermal impact coefficient ri,j (which character-

izes the thermal impact of a unit of power consumption of

device j on device i) decreases significantly with the increase

of the distance between devices i and j. Outside of the local
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Fig. 3. Hierarchical multiresolution partitioning.

neighborhood, the thermal impact coefficient ri,j decreases

slowly with the increase of interdevice distance. The proposed

spatial partitioning method leverages such characteristics by

adaptively adjusting the spatial partitioning, i.e., fine-grain

partition is applied to the local neighborhood of the device

of interest to characterize the heterogeneous thermal impacts

of neighboring devices, and coarse-grained partitions are used

to characterize the thermal effects of remote devices. The

temperature equation for device i is as follows:

Ti = ζi,1 × ξ1 + · · · + ζi,L × ξL (13)

where ζi,j is the thermal impact coefficient of partition j and ξj

is the total power consumption of the devices inside partition j.

L is the total number of partitions required to accurately model

device i’s temperature. As shown in Fig. 3, since coarse-grained

partitioning can be used in most locations, i.e., L ≪ N , (12) is

greatly simplified. Therefore, adaptive spatial partitioning can

reduce the modeling complexity. However, as the device-level

thermal effect becomes increasingly significant, nanometer-

scale fine-grain modeling in the device neighborhood is re-

quired to accurately estimate the temperature of each device.

Therefore, L in (13) is still a large number. Given N devices,

the total memory usage is thus proportional to N × L.

The proposed hierarchical multiscale spatial partitioning

technique further improves thermal analysis efficiency and

reduces memory usage by sharing common partitions hierar-

chically when computing the temperatures of different devices.

This concept is shown in Fig. 3, which shows a three-level

hierarchical adaptive partitioning. At the functional-unit level

(level 0), if we are interested in the temperatures of two devices

i and j located at the center of regions A and B, respectively,

we can use a coarse-grained partition for regions far away from

A and B. For the fine-grained partition, A and B will share

similar local dependencies and, thus, can be characterized by

the same fine-grained partitioning (level 1). These fine-grained

partitions also contain heterogeneous partitioning surrounding

areas/devices of interest. Assuming that we are interested in

devices in regions C and D, which are located in A and B,

respectively, we can further reuse the fine-grained partitioning

at level 2. Therefore, the temperature equations for devices i
and j are simplified as follows:

Ti = fi,Level0(. . .) + fLevel1(. . .) + fLevel2(. . .)

Tj = fj,Level0(. . .) + fLevel1(. . .) + fLevel2(. . .) (14)

i.e., these two temperature equations share the same level 1

and 2 equations. On the other hand, if we are interested in

the temperatures of two devices i and j both in region C, the

temperature equations for devices i and j are simplified as

follows:

Ti = fLevel0(. . .) + fLevel1(. . .) + fi,Level2(. . .)

Tj = fLevel0(. . .) + fLevel1(. . .) + fj,Level2(. . .) (15)

i.e., these two temperature equations share the same level 0

and 1 equations. Therefore, this hierarchical multiscale spa-

tial partitioning method can reduce the modeling complexity

significantly.

B. Clustering

Due to symmetry, distance, or material properties, the ther-

mal impact of devices in different regions of the spatial partition

may be equivalent. This leads to the storage of redundant infor-

mation and inefficiencies in the total number of computations.

To increase the efficiency of the compact model, ThermalScope

uses clustering to minimize the amount of redundant infor-

mation by grouping equivalent thermal elements into a single

representative element.

A hierarchical clustering technique is used to simplify each

row of the thermal impact coefficient matrix. A single row of

the thermal impact coefficient matrix contains all coefficients

required to describe the thermal impact of every element on

a given level X to element i. By reducing the total number

of thermal impact coefficients and, thus, thermal elements,

clustering looks to simplify the following:

fi,LevelX (P1, . . . , PQ) = ri,1 × P1 + · · · + ri,Q × PQ (16)

where Q is the number of elements on level X .

The clustering algorithm flow is as follows. The thermal

impact coefficient matrix is subdivided into single row vectors.

Elements in the row are sorted to increase the efficiency of

clustering. The elements are then clustered using a hierarchical

clustering algorithm where elements having similar thermal

impacts within a certain threshold are grouped together and

assigned a representative thermal impact value taken as the

average of all elements within the cluster. Clustering elements

of each row vector together leads to significant reduction in

the coefficient matrix size. This clustering technique is applied

to the thermal impact coefficient matrix of each granularity

level.

C. Thermal-Gradient-Based Spatial Resolution Adaptation

Due to the highly varying power profile at the chip–package

level and the existence of multiple material layers, including

the heat sink, an efficient thermal analysis method with the

ability to model fine-grained features is required. To handle

this problem, ThermalScope uses an adaptive Fourier solver

to model heat flow from the functional-unit level to the

chip–package level. This solver contains an adaptive spatial

refinement scheme that allows the chip to be partitioned hetero-

geneously, providing fine-grain modeling elements where there

are significant thermal fluctuations and coarse-grained elements

where the temperature is relatively constant.
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Using the power profile and chip–package material prop-

erties and dimensions, a Fourier solver is invoked. Spatial

refinement is carried out, and the thermal-gradient conditions

are verified. If the threshold thermal-gradient condition has not

been met, the Fourier solver is invoked again. This process

continues until all elements have satisfied the thermal-gradient

condition, i.e., all the neighboring elements’ temperature differ-

ences are below the threshold. Assuming that the temperature of

thermal element i is Ti and S is the threshold, the new number

of elements Q will be

Q =

⌈

log2

Ti − Tj

S

⌉

, (17)

which specifies that, based on a threshold S and the temperature

difference between element i and its neighbors, the solver

decides if element i will be further split into a number of

elements that is a power of two (i.e., 2, 4, 8,. . .) or will not

be split at all. S determines the sensitivity of partitioning to

the temperature difference, with a lower value forcing more

partitioning and vice versa. This condition is tested in all three

dimensions to determine the final partition of element i.
Once the heterogeneous partition is obtained for the

chip–package level to the functional-unit level, it can be used in

conjunction with the compact model to obtain the full-chip ther-

mal profile. The temperatures of all thermal elements, which

are obtained during the chip–package thermal analysis stage,

are used in (13) to describe the chip–package-level temperature

effect on devices as follows:

Ti = ζi,1 × ξ1 + · · · + ζi,K × ξK + Tsre (18)

where Ti is the temperature of device i, K < L, where, as

before, L is the total number of partitions required to model

the temperature of device i and Tsre is the temperature of the

chip–package-level spatially resolved element, i.e., the temper-

ature of the coarse-grained element that device i belongs to

(whose self-thermal impact has been removed to assure that it is

not accounted for twice). The thermal impact due to partitions

1 to K are handled by the compact model, which accounts for

levels between (and including) the functional-unit and device

levels.

VI. RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate ThermalScope, the proposed

multiscale thermal analysis method. ThermalScope unifies

Fourier and BTE modeling techniques as well as a multiscale

macromodeling method. Since there are no available tools

for the direct comparison of the proposed multiscale thermal

analysis method, due to its ability to simultaneously handle

thermal analysis at scales ranging from chip–package to device

level, we evaluate the proposed methods at different levels of

granularity.

1) In Section VI-A, we evaluate the hybrid analysis method

using device-level thermal analysis.

2) In Section VI-B, we demonstrate that interdevice thermal

interaction can be accurately modeled using Fourier ther-

mal analysis.

TABLE I
ACCURACY EVALUATION FOR BTE METHOD FOR

VARIOUS ACOUSTIC THICKNESSES

3) In Section VI-C, we examine the full-chip thermal

modeling capability and evaluate the chip–package-

and functional-unit-level modeling accuracy by compar-

ing it with COMSOL, a commercial physics modeling

package [4].

4) ThermalScope is developed to target billion-transistor

nanometer-scale IC designs. We report our experience us-

ing ThermalScope for thermal analysis and temperature-

dependent leakage analysis of an industry IC design with

over 150 million transistors in Section VI-D.

A. Device-Level Thermal Modeling Using Hybrid

Fourier/BTE Analysis

In this section, we show that the BTE method is necessary

for the accurate computation of device-level thermal profiles.

We then evaluate the accuracy and speedup of the hybrid

Fourier/BTE method.

1) Accuracy of the BTE method: ThermalScope uses a hy-

brid BTE/Fourier solver to model the thermal profile at the

device level. To evaluate the accuracy of the BTE component

for length scales below and above the mean free path of

phonons, we have modeled the Heaslet and Warming problem

[42]. In this problem, a block of material has two opposing

walls, separated by distance L, held at different temperatures,

while all other walls are insulating. The distance between the

two fixed-temperature walls is varied, and the resulting thermal

gradients are observed. The number of mean free paths n is used

to characterize the distance between the walls. For example,

n = 1 refers to the length of the structure equaling the distance

of one mean free path.

The two types of meshes, namely, structured and unstruc-

tured meshes, have been used in numerical analysis methods.

In our solver, we use a structured mesh with a large number

of elements to guarantee numerical accuracy. The accuracy

of our solver was verified via comparison with the results of

Rutily et al. [43]. Table I shows the error obtained for struc-

tures with various lengths. In the simulations, a total of 4000

elements were used in the direction of the temperature gradient.

Using this granularity, all results had differences of less than

0.36% when the number of elements was double from 2000 to

4000. The error was determined by using the following:

eavg = 1/|E|
∑

e∈E

|Ti − T ′
i | /Ti (19)

where E is the set of points used in [43], at which the temper-

atures are evaluated, Ti is the temperature at location i along

the structure [43], and T ′
i is the temperature at location i along

the structure obtained using ThermalScope. As can be seen in

Table I, the results of ThermalScope are in excellent agreement

with those of Rutily et al. [43].

2) BTE method versus Fourier analysis: Here, we show the

inaccuracy of the Fourier model in capturing the device-level
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Fig. 4. Accuracy and efficiency of the hybrid solver.

thermal effects by comparing it to the hybrid Fourier/BTE

method. We simulate a 910 × 910 × 500-nm region containing

a bulk silicon device at different technology nodes (65, 45,

and 32 nm). We evaluate the error of the Fourier method us-

ing (TBTE − TFourier)/(TBTE − Ta), where TBTE is the peak

temperature of the device when solved using the BTE solver,

TFourier is the peak temperature of the device when solved

using the Fourier solver, and Ta is the ambient temperature.

The ambient temperature is subtracted from the denominator to

give a more conservative error since it is reported relative to

the ambient temperature as opposed to 0 K. Compared with the

BTE method, the Fourier method introduces 34.0%, 44.8%, and

54.1% error at 65-, 45-, and 32-nm technologies, respectively.

This analysis shows a clear trend that the error of the Fourier

method increases as device size decreases, which is expected

since the Fourier model becomes less accurate as the length

scales approach the mean free path of phonons. Therefore, if

used alone, the Fourier method is unable to model the thermal

effects of nanometer-scale structures.

3) Hybrid method versus BTE analysis: The idea of the

hybrid method is to leverage the advantages of both Fourier and

BTE methods. The BTE method is only used when necessary,

e.g., for regions within the mean free path of phonons from

device heat sources. The Fourier method is applied to other

regions to speed up thermal analysis. To test the accuracy of

the hybrid method, we use the same setup described previously.

This material is partitioned into 343 128 thermal elements. We

first apply BTE analysis to the whole system. The overall

simulation time was 16.3 h. Next, we use the hybrid approach,

and we vary the number of elements solved using the Fourier

method by changing η, which is the number of mean free

paths that the BTE region extends from the heat source. We

report the relative temperature differences and the speedups

compared with the BTE-only method. The test setup is repeated

for 45- and 32-nm technologies. Fig. 4 shows the results. This

study indicates that the hybrid method can accurately model

the thermal effect beyond the mean free path of phonons using

the Fourier method, with speedups ranging from 23 to over

150 times with an error of less than 4% and a 10–70 times

speedup with an error of less than 2%.

Note that this analysis only considers the device and its local

neighborhood. The chip–package material outside of the mean

free path of phonons, such as silicon substrate, packaging, and

Fig. 5. Interdevice thermal correlation analysis for bulk silicon/FinFET
devices.

cooling structure, are not considered. These structures account

for the vast majority of the analyzed system, and it is known

that Fourier analysis is capable of accurately modeling them.

From the results in this section, we conclude that the hybrid

method greatly accelerates the simulation process of IC full-

chip thermal analysis compared with BTE-only approach with

only slight degradation in accuracy.

Results from the hybrid method simulations are used to

construct a lookup table, which is used during the full-chip

thermal-profile evaluation. Thus, the complexity of generating

the lookup table is associated with the simulation times. De-

pending on the device structure and geometry, simulations can

take as little as 0.5 up to 7 h. Although slow, those simulations

need to be carried out only once for each device with a certain

structure and geometry, and thus, we achieve significant time

savings in the full-chip thermal analysis by simulating once per

device type instead of once per device instance.

B. Interdevice Thermal Effect Modeling Using

Fourier Analysis

The goal of this analysis is to demonstrate whether the

Fourier method is sufficient to accurately model the thermal

interaction between neighboring devices. This would allow us

to apply the Fourier model for everything but characterizing

individual devices, i.e., from chip-level analysis all the way

down to, but not including, device-level analysis (which was

described in the previous section). At the device level, only the

device of interest needs to have its temperature effect computed

using the BTE model.

We evaluate interdevice thermal correlation using both the

hybrid Fourier/BTE and BTE-only methods. We report the peak

temperature of one of the two devices when the BTE solver is

used for both and compare it against the peak temperature of

the same device when its neighbor has been solved using the

Fourier model. We repeat this simulation for different interde-

vice distances. This study allows us to determine the accuracy

of Fourier-based interdevice thermal correlation analysis, as

well as the length scale at which the BTE model becomes

necessary.

Fig. 5 shows the error of Fourier-based interdevice thermal

correlation analysis as a function of interdevice distance for
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both bulk silicon and FinFET devices. The analysis error is

defined as |(TBTE − TFourier)/(TBTE − Ta)|, where TBTE is

the peak temperature of the device when its neighbor is solved

using the BTE solver, TFourier is the peak temperature of the

device when its neighbor is solved using the Fourier solver,

and Ta is the ambient temperature. As shown in Fig. 5, the

error of Fourier-based interdevice thermal correlation analysis

decreases as the interdevice distance increases, and thermal

effects become less significant. It should be noted that, because

we are using the absolute error, the minima appearing in the

curves in Fig. 5 are the crossing points between under- and

overestimation of the temperature. Compared with the BTE

method, the Fourier method can accurately estimate interdevice

thermal effects with less than 1% error even when the inter-

device distance is as low as 20 nm for both bulk silicon and

FinFET devices, which suggests that the Fourier method can

provide sufficient accuracy for interdevice thermal correlation

analysis, and thus, only individual devices of interest will need

to have their thermal profiles computed using the BTE model.

C. Chip–Package- and Functional-Unit-Level

Accuracy Evaluation

To evaluate the chip–package- and functional-unit-level

modeling accuracy of ThermalScope, we compare it against

COMSOL, a commercial physics modeling package [4], us-

ing a quad-core chip-multiprocessor design. The chip design

contains four Alpha 21 264 cores and an L2 cache. Each core

contains 15 functional units. The silicon die is 9.88 × 9.88 mm,

with a 50-µm thickness. There is a 10-µm layer of thermal

grease between the heat sink and die, and the extruded copper

heat sink is 9.88 × 9.88 mm with a thickness of 6.9 mm. The

functional-unit power profile of the on-chip cores depends on

the programs running on the cores. In our evaluation, we con-

sider running 17 different multithreaded and multiprogrammed

benchmarks, which are listed in the top row of Table III. The

benchmarks are from the SPEC benchmark suite [44], [45].

Each benchmark has different functional-unit requirements and

thus generates a different power profile on the multicore chip,

for instance, a benchmark containing floating-point programs

would highly utilize the floating-point units of the cores, which

would lead to a high power consumption in those units. The

functional-unit-level power profile (containing static and dy-

namic power breakdown) of each benchmark was obtained by

the M5 full-system simulator [46] with a Wattch-based EV6

power model [47].

The temperature profiles for benchmark Cholesky obtained

using COMSOL and ThermalScope are shown in Figs. 6

and 7, respectively. Table II reports the results for the func-

tional units in all four cores. The modeling error of Thermal-

Scope, err= |(TCOMSOL−TThermalScope)/(TCOMSOL−Ta)|,
for each functional unit is calculated against COMSOL. The

results show a maximum of 3.95% error for ThermalScope

compared with COMSOL, with an average error of 2.14% for

all functional units.

Table III shows the results of the 17 testing cases. The

average error eavg from (19) is used for comparing the thermal

profile of the entire chip where E is the set of elements of the

Fig. 6. Temperature profile for benchmark Cholesky using COMSOL.

Fig. 7. Temperature profile for benchmark Cholesky using ThermalScope.

active layer, Ti is the temperature of element i obtained using

COMSOL, and T ′
i is the temperature of element i obtained

using ThermalScope. As in Table II, the errors were calculated

relative to the ambient temperature. The results show a maxi-

mum error of 1.97%, while the average error for all benchmarks

is 1.77%.

D. Test Case: Full-Chip Thermal Analysis and

Temperature-Dependent Leakage-Power Estimation

ThermalScope is designed for the thermal analysis of billion-

transistor nanometer-scale ICs. In this section, we demonstrate

the use of ThermalScope in full-chip thermal analysis and

temperature-dependent leakage analysis using an industry de-

sign containing over 150 million transistors.

The configuration of the chip design considered in this

analysis is as follows. The silicon die is 16 × 16 mm, with

a 725-µm thickness for bulk silicon technology and 202-µm

thickness (including the oxide layer) for FinFET technology.

The aluminum heat sink is 34 × 34 mm with a 2-mm-thick base

and 23-mm fin height. The chip uses flip-chip packaging and a

layer of interface material between the silicon die and cooling

solution. The air-cooling flow rate is 1.5 m/s.

We will now evaluate the potential simulation time and

memory storage savings of the proposed technique. For device-

level thermal analysis, we require elements to be much smaller

than the heat source. Assuming that the heat source is the size of

the device and the process technology is 65 nm, we require the

element size to be a few nanometers along each dimension. At

the other end of the spectrum, the sizes of the chip and cooling

package are in the range of centimeters. To construct a partition

of the industry design with over 150 million transistors, the

storage requirements would be on the order of 1018 B. The

computations required to evaluate the temperature of a single

device would be 1012 additions and 1012 multiplications. From
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TABLE II
ACCURACY EVALUATION USING BENCHMARK CHOLESKY

TABLE III
ACCURACY EVALUATION USING 17 BENCHMARKS

TABLE IV
EFFICIENCY EVALUATION

this example, we see that device-level thermal analysis of entire

chips is computationally intensive.

ThermalScope uses several methods to reduce the storage

requirements and total amount of computation. Hierarchical

adaptive modeling granularities are used from the chip level

down to the device level. This adaptive modeling reduces the

problem size to requiring storage on the order of 108 B for

the thermal impact coefficient matrices for the same problem

as described previously, an improvement of ten orders of mag-

nitude. For comparison purposes, the input power profile of the

industry design itself requires more than 7 × 108 B of storage.

The number of computations required to evaluate the tempera-

ture of a single device would also be reduced to 108 additions

and multiplications, and the results from the majority of these

computations can be reused among devices. The amount of

computation is further reduced by ThermalScope’s clustering

technique. The simulation run-time and memory usage results

for the device-level temperature evaluation (after obtaining

the coefficient matrices) for our proposed technique with and

without clustering are shown in Table IV. The chip evaluated

contained over 150 million devices. We evaluated both a bulk

silicon design and a FinFET design. The results show that,

although the memory usage may not be significantly reduced

by clustering, significant speedup can be achieved. For the

clustering technique, memory usage for indexing is required in

addition to storing the clustered information, which can explain

the lack of significant memory reduction.

1) Thermal analysis and temperature-dependent leakage-

power estimation: Accurate thermal analysis is critical for

evaluation of temperature-dependent effects. ThermalScope is

capable of handling large IC designs with device-level accu-

racy. In this section, we report the use of ThermalScope for full-

chip thermal analysis and temperature-dependent IC leakage

analysis of a large industry design.

Since the leakage power of the chip is strongly affected by

the temperature, it is necessary to include leakage-power esti-

mation in the thermal analysis simulation flow. To determine the

thermal profile of the industry chip while taking into account

Fig. 8. Bulk full chip.

Fig. 9. Bulk 255× 255 µm.

the leakage power, the following iterative process can be used.

From the data set of the industry design, the initial dynamic

and leakage power are estimated at the ambient temperature

of 55 ◦C. The device-level thermal profile is then evaluated

for the given initial power profile. The results of this simula-

tion are then used to update the leakage power of the chip.

This is an iterative process that continues until convergence

is reached between the simulated temperature and the power.

In this study, the temperature-leakage-power dependence is

obtained by curve fitting the leakage measurement results of

the industrial design data set, which contains power numbers

for various temperatures.

We consider both bulk silicon and FinFET technologies. The

thermal profile of the IC design is characterized using the multi-

scale macromodeling method through the described iterative

analysis process. During thermal analysis, the temperature of

every individual device is evaluated, and the leakage power

of each device is adjusted based on its change in temperature.

This process is carried out for every single device on the chip.

The temperature profiles obtained for three different levels of

granularity are shown in Figs. 8–10 for bulk silicon technology
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Fig. 10. Bulk 1.6× 1.6 µm.

Fig. 11. FinFET full chip.

Fig. 12. FinFET 255× 255 µm.

Fig. 13. FinFET 1.6× 1.6 µm.

and Figs. 11–13 for FinFET technology. Figs. 9 and 12 show

the enlarged fine grain thermal profiles of a hot spot on the chip.

Figs. 10 and 13 show a further enlargement of the area, showing

the device-level information for two devices out of the hundreds

of millions whose temperatures have been reported. Although

ThermalScope evaluates the temperature of every device, it

also has the capability of coarse-grained thermal analysis. The

thermal profiles demonstrate the capability of ThermalScope to

handle analysis at scales varying by six orders of magnitude.

TABLE V
LEAKAGE-POWER ESTIMATION

The profiles also indicate, however, the inaccuracies of coarse-

grained estimates for device temperatures.

Figs. 8–13 show the information lost when device-level ther-

mal analysis is not considered. Using coarse-grained thermal

analysis, large inaccuracies occur due to the assumption that

all devices within a single coarse-grained element have the

same temperature as the element. For the bulk silicon design,

at the intermediate level (255 × 255 µm), this may be a valid

assumption; however, at the device level, we clearly see a sig-

nificant deviation from the average coarse-grained temperature.

This demonstrates that thermal analysis of the entire chip at the

intermediate level would not be sufficient to characterize

the device temperatures. In contrast, ThermalScope determines

the temperature of each device on chip which allows for

detailed full-chip thermal analysis. In coarse-grained thermal

analysis, the features that occur at the device level are not

considered, which leads to inaccurate estimation of the device

temperatures, as shown in Figs. 8–13.

Chip power consumption is one of the critical character-

istics guiding IC design decisions. With technology scaling,

the contribution of leakage-power consumption to total power

consumption increases. Thus, it is important to provide IC de-

signers with accurate leakage-power information to help them

evaluate the different design tradeoffs. In addition to thermal

analysis, ThermalScope can also be used to estimate the leakage

power of the chip. The leakage power is determined by the same

iterative process described earlier. For comparison purposes, we

compare the results of the leakage power obtained using four

distinct techniques.

The first leakage-power value to be compared P1 is the

leakage power from the industrial benchmark data set for the

ambient temperature of 55 ◦C. The second leakage power

P2 was obtained by estimating the leakage power after full-

chip thermal analysis, using device-level modeling granularity.

The third and fourth leakage powers were evaluated using the

iterative process. The iterative process was carried out for both

the coarse-grained thermal analysis (chip divided into 64 ×
64 elements) for P3 and full-chip thermal analysis, using the

device-level modeling granularity for P4. By comparing the

leakage power obtained with the various techniques, we can

gain insight into the importance of device-level information

on leakage-power estimation and the significance of iterative

solutions. The leakage-power results are presented in Table V.

The results indicate that iterative solutions converge to a sig-

nificantly higher leakage power, and thus, single iteration eval-

uation methods are not sufficient for accurate leakage-power

estimation. The results also demonstrate the effect of consid-

ering device-level thermal behavior during leakage analysis.

For both the FinFET and bulk silicon designs, the leakage

power reported using multiple iterations of device-level thermal

analysis is higher than the other leakage powers reported. The

leakage power profile of the industry design, obtained using the
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Fig. 14. Leakage-power profile of the industry design.

iterative full-chip thermal analysis using device-level modeling

granularity technique, is shown in Fig. 14.

From the results presented in this section, we can conclude

that device-level thermal analysis is necessary for both accurate

thermal-profile information and leakage-power estimation. By

using a compact macromodeling method, ThermalScope is able

to obtain such information within reasonable time frames and

storage requirements.

VII. CONCLUSION

Thermal analysis and optimization are now critical in

nanometer-scale IC design. The goal of this work has been

to develop thermal modeling techniques that are accurate at

nanometer length scales and also computationally efficient for

full-chip thermal analysis. To achieve this goal, we have devel-

oped ThermalScope, a multiscale thermal analysis solution. It

unifies microscopic and macroscopic thermal physics modeling

methods and multiresolution adaptive macromodeling methods,

permitting accurate thermal modeling on length scales ranging

from nanometer-scale devices to centimeter-scale packaging

and cooling structures. We have used ThermalScope in a large

IC design consisting of more than 150 million transistors. The

study shows that ThermalScope is suitable for the characteriza-

tion of thermal and thermal-related effects for billion-transistor

nanometer-scale IC designs.
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